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ABSTRACT
Current fluctuations related to the discreteness of charge passing through small constrictions are termed shot noise. This unavoidable noise
provides both advantages—being a direct measurement of the transmitted particles’ charge—and disadvantages—a main noise source in
nanoscale devices operating at low temperature. While better understanding of shot noise is desired, the technical difficulties in measur-
ing it result in relatively few experimental works, especially in single-atom structures. Here, we describe a local shot-noise measurement
apparatus and demonstrate successful noise measurements through single-atom junctions. Our apparatus, based on a scanning tunnel-
ing microscope, operates at liquid helium temperatures. It includes a broadband commercial amplifier mounted in close proximity to
the tunnel junction, thus reducing both the thermal noise and input capacitance that limit traditional noise measurements. The full
capabilities of the microscope are maintained in the modified system, and a quick transition between different measurement modes is
possible.

Published under an exclusive license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0078917

I. INTRODUCTION

Due to the statistical nature of transmission of particles through
non-transparent junctions, current fluctuates in time. These funda-
mental fluctuations, related to the discreteness of charge-carrying
particles, lead to the so-called shot noise in small constrictions.1
It is precisely the sensitivity to the charge of the transmitted par-
ticles (or quasi-particles) that entails great potential to the study
of electron–electron correlation effects and exotic electronic states
(for a review, see Ref. 2). For instance, shot-noise measurements
have provided evidence of fractional charges in the quantum Hall
effect3–5 and Cooper-pair transport in superconductors.6–8 It may
further yield information on the scattering processes at Kondo
impurities.9–17

Hence, shot noise provides valuable information of funda-
mental physical processes beyond other experimental techniques.
Combined with atomic-scale imaging, it could open the door to
the characterization of electron correlations in nanoscale materials.
Unfortunately, the measurement of shot noise is a challenging and
demanding task. First, other noise sources are ever-present in real
systems and need to be disentangled. Second, the shot-noise signal
is very small (∼100 fA/

√

Hz). As a result, its measurement requires

both to minimize other sources of noise and to simultaneously
amplify the shot-noise component.

The main unavoidable sources of noise are thermal18,19 and 1/ f
(also called pink) noise.20 To reduce thermal noise, the junction itself
needs to be placed at low temperatures. Yet, this is not sufficient
since all the electronic components in the setup also contribute to the
total thermal noise. It is thus important that measurement-related
electronics are also placed in a low temperature environment. The
second prerequisite is to measure at high enough frequencies, where
the amplitude of the 1/ f noise can be disregarded, typically well
above 1 kHz. At higher frequencies, however, there is a natural cut-
off due to the system’s finite resistance and capacitance to ground
that forms an effective low-pass filter. Finally, one has to address
50- (or 60-) Hz noise radiated from all the grid-powered electronic
devices and coupled to the measurement setup. This 50-Hz noise is
practically unavoidable but can be reduced by properly grounding
the setup (adopting a star-shaped grounding scheme and providing
independent ground), supplying power using batteries, and connect-
ing isolation transformers to buffer those devices that are not battery
powered.

To interpret the shot-noise signal and to draw conclusions
on the physical properties of the junction, we briefly describe the
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fundamental properties of transport through mesoscopic systems.2
The transmission probability of non-interacting electrons passing
through a narrow constriction is expected to follow a Poisson distri-
bution. The associated noise in the current is determined by the total
conductance: SI ≡ SP = 2eVG0∑nτn = 2e⟨I⟩, where e is the electron
charge, G0 = 2e2

/h is the conductance quantum, τn is the transmis-
sion probability of the nth channel, I is the current, and h is the
Planck constant. The total conductance is defined by the sum over all
transmission channels G = G0∑nτn. Here, we assumed zero temper-
ature (T), that the current follows Ohm’s law (I = VG), and τn ≪ 1
for all channels.

This description of noise holds true when each electron passing
through the junction finds an empty state on the other side. This
is not the case for large junction transparencies when a forward-
traveling electron finds an occupied state in the other lead and needs
to be back-scattered to avoid violating Pauli’s exclusion principle.
This process effectively leads to a suppression of shot noise. The
resulting noise can be described by the sum of products of trans-
missions and reflections: SI = 2eVG0∑nτn(1 − τn) ≤ SP. The degree
of shot-noise suppression is most conveniently expressed as the ratio
between the measured noise and the Poissonian value. It is termed
the Fano factor and defined as F ≡ SI/SP = ∑nτn(1 − τn)/∑nτn. It
ranges between 0 when all conduction channels are fully open and 1
in the limit of τn ≪ 1 as the noise approaches the Poissonian value.
The Fano factor can be generalized for the transport of other charge
carriers, carrying a charge of q. In this case, the Fano factor also
stores information regarding the charge of the tunneling particle,
F ∝ q/e.

At finite temperatures, adopting a full quantum mechanical
consideration results in a single equation for the current noise that
includes both thermal- and shot-noise contributions,

SI = 2G0{2kBT∑
n

τ2
n + qV coth(

qV
2kBT

)∑

n
τn(1 − τn)}, (1)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, and the energy dependence
of τn is neglected.2 At low voltages, eV ≪ kBT, Eq. (1) is reduced
to the well-known thermal noise STh = 4kBTG. In contrast, the
high-voltage limit is temperature independent, restoring the T = 0
shot-noise dependence SI ≈ 2e⟨I⟩F. This suggests that measuring at
higher voltage values can separate shot noise from thermal noise.
However, this solution is of limited use because the system may
exhibit a non-linear current–voltage characteristic. Furthermore,
since the 1/ f noise increases quadratically with applied voltage,
at higher voltages, it is likely to dominate the signal at larger
frequencies.

The first measurement of sub-Poissonian shot noise was
reported from transport through quantum dots in 1995 by Reznikov
et al.21 In the following years, shot noise was used to study var-
ious mesoscopic systems.3–6,13,15,22–27 Alongside mesoscopic mea-
surements, molecules and atomic-scale structures have also been
studied,28–34 mainly by means of mechanically controlled break
junctions. More recently, a few experimental groups demon-
strated local shot-noise measurements using a scanning tunneling
microscope (STM).7,8,14,17,35–42

Similar to the measurements of mesoscopic systems, STM-
based ones follow one of the two main schemes: the first approach

uses a room-temperature broadband amplifier connected in par-
allel to the current line to detect the shot-noise signal.14,28 This
technique is relatively easy to implement. The broadband noise
amplifier is generally insensitive to the input resistance and allows
us to measure well above the 1/ f noise. Its main drawback is that
it requires a post-measurement data correction to compensate for
signal loss due to the low-pass filter formed by the tunnel junction
resistance (RJ) and the relatively large capacitance at the input of
the room-temperature amplifier related to the current wire’s length.
Furthermore, since many of the electronic components necessary
for the measurement are situated under ambient conditions, ther-
mal noise contributions are significant. The second approach uses
a low-temperature resistance–inductance–capacitance (RLC) tank
circuit and an amplifier to sample the noise at the circuit’s resonance
frequency.38,39 The circuit design is typically such that the resonance
is in the MHz regime, well above the 1/ f noise. This technique is
very flexible in terms of the input resistance and can be used in
both tunneling and contact (STM tip is touching the surface) modes.
Moreover, due to the high frequencies used, averaging times are very
short, thus reducing the influence of mechanical instabilities and
drifts. The drawback of this circuit design is that it requires a calibra-
tion of the amplification factor for each specific junction resistance
value as RJ affects the amplification and resonance width.

Here, we combine the advantages of the amplification at low
temperature and close to the junction using a broadband amplifier
following developments in break-junction noise spectroscopy.33 We
insert such a circuit into a low-temperature STM, which allows us
to measure single-atom junctions and to map the noise signal with
atomic resolution. Our technique permits to measure at variable
junction-resistance values, while profiting from a low thermal-noise
background and avoiding the need for data corrections due to the
low input capacitance estimated to be 20 pF. Thus, we are able to
measure shot noise in tunnel junctions with conductance values
(GJ = 1/RJ) as low as 0.01 G0.

This article is structured as follows: we start by presenting our
measurement setup in Sec. II. Next, we describe our measurement
procedure in Sec. III and demonstrate the apparatus capabilities by
measuring shot noise on the (111) surface of gold. In Sec. IV, we
finish with a short discussion of the results.

II. SHOT-NOISE MEASUREMENT SETUP
Our shot-noise setup is integrated into a modified CreaTec

STM operating under ultra-high vacuum (UHV) conditions and
at a temperature of 4.3 K sustained by a liquid-helium bath cryo-
stat. Normal scanning and spectroscopy modes of the STM remain
fully operational in this integrated design. The main component of
the modification is a low-temperature commercial broadband, dual-
channel amplifier (Stahl electronics, model CX-4) installed close to
the STM junction. A block diagram of our setup is presented in
Fig. 1. The amplifier is mounted on a cold finger thermally shorted
to the helium reservoir. A very good thermal contact is required
between the amplifier and the cold finger in order to assure suf-
ficient cooling power during operation. This is achieved by a thin
indium foil. The dual-channel amplifier is connected via two paral-
lel wires between the STM tip and a shunt resistor, RS, shunting the
current drain line. This shunting and the close proximity between
the tip and the amplifier provide the required low input capacitance
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FIG. 1. Block diagram of the shot-noise-measurement setup. The STM junction and amplifier are mounted in UHV and are thermally connected to a liquid helium bath
cryostat. Normal STM operation is controlled via a Nanonis SPM controller, which can be disconnected for noise measurements. Then, the voltage is supplied from batteries
in a voltage bias box. The noise signal is detected between the tip–sample tunnel junction and a shunt resistor RS, shunting the current drain line. The amplified noise is
then transmitted via 50-Ω low-noise coaxial lines to a room-temperature post-amplifier. To further reduce external noise during noise measurements, a remote-controlled
grounding box is connected at the current output. In the bottom left, we plot our relevant measurement window set by the low-temperature amplifier’s frequency response,
which is constant above the black line (see Fig. 2) and the −3 dB cutoff (blue line) related to the input circuit’s effective RC filter. The blue line follows f−3dB = 1/2πRPC,
where C = 20 pF. We can reliably measure shot noise within the shaded blue region between the two lines. The photograph at the bottom right shows the low-temperature
amplifier from Stahl Electronics (54.5 × 21.2 mm2). The shunt resistor is indicated by the red oval and the bypass relay by the black oval. The wire to the STM tip is indicated
by the white arrow.

of the amplifier. An additional advantage of the setup geometry is
that the close distance of the amplifier to the junction minimizes any
pick-up of external noise prior to signal amplification. The amplifier
effectively senses the voltage noise generated at the STM junction.

While the use of a shunt resistor is essential in our setup, it can
potentially impair the standard STM operation. It acts as a voltage
divider for large tunnel-junction conductance values and limits the
current flow necessary for tip treatments (an input protection stage
is designed in the low-temperature amplifier to protect it from rapid
high-voltage sweeps occurring during the tip treatments). There-
fore, we have installed a low-temperature magnetic-latching RF relay
(RF180) to bypass the shunt resistor.

The two outputs of the low temperature amplifier are transmit-
ted via 50-Ω flexible coaxial lines to a room-temperature, variable-
gain, post-amplifier and a cryo biasing unit (Stahl Electronics, model
A3-5). The insulator in these lines is graphite coated to reduce
friction-related electrostatic noise. The two amplified signals are
then recorded using a 14 bit National Instruments signal analyzer. A
cross correlation procedure is applied to remove uncorrelated noise
picked up in the two parallel signal lines.

The total amplification of the noise signal and its frequency
dependence are measured in situ before each measurement period.
This is done by fully retracting the tip, grounding the voltage line,
and introducing a small known AC excitation to the current drain
line that is shorted to the low-temperature amplifier’s input (the
shunt resistor’s bypass is closed to reduce damping during gain cali-
bration). We measure the amplified signal (in units of V/

√

Hz) using
our cross correlation scheme at different gain settings of the post-
amplifier and divide the signal by the input amplitude to extract the
overall gain (see the inset of Fig. 2). We also sweep the input-signal
frequency and measure the amplifier’s response in both the channels,

FIG. 2. Noise amplification and frequency response. Frequency-dependent amplifi-
cation measured on the two channels of the low-temperature, broadband amplifier
[labeled channel A (blue) and channel B (red)] as a function of a variable frequency
supplied by a signal generator. Constant maximal gain is achieved above 40 kHz.
The inset shows the voltage gain of the noise amplification line vs different gain
settings of the variable-gain post-amplifier.

as shown in Fig. 2. The frequency response of both the channels is in
very good agreement and is constant above ∼40 kHz.

The measured noise signal corresponds to a voltage noise at the
STM junction. The corresponding current noise follows from the
equivalent circuit diagram: SI = SV/R2

P, where RP is the parallel resis-
tance of the junction and the shunt resistor RP = (1/Rs + dI/dVj)

−1,
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with dI/dV j being the differential conductance of the tunnel junc-
tion (dI/dV j ≡ GJ in the Ohmic regime). The determination of the
noise signal thus requires knowledge of the applied voltage, the
current, and the differential conductance (dI/dV). The current
is measured using a room-temperature trans-impedance amplifier
(Femto DLPCA-200), while the differential conductance is mea-
sured using a standard two-terminal lock-in technique. The noise
conversion also requires precise knowledge of the shunt resistor. We
therefore used a chip resistor that nominally varies from room tem-
perature to liquid helium temperature by less than 5% and measured
its low-temperature value by crashing the tip into the sample finding
RS = 210.8 kΩ.

As the shot-noise signal is usually very small, the system has
to exhibit extremely low external noise levels. Mechanical noise is
reduced by the standard STM noise-reduction schemes, such as the
use of pneumatic feet below the STM chamber and eddy-current
damping of the STM’s head hanging on springs. Special care is fur-
ther taken for filtering the electronic noise of all input signals. All
cables connected to the STM are equipped with additional high-
pass Π-filters, with the exception of the current and high-frequency
lines. All UHV windows are covered by aluminum foil. Since the
cleanest voltage signals are provided by batteries, we introduced a
custom-built voltage-bias box that is remotely controlled and has
a single input and two electrically separated identical outputs. The
two outputs are used for biasing the tunnel junction while indepen-
dently monitoring the signal using the STM controller. The bias box
can be switched between applying the output voltage from the STM
controller for normal STM operation and a battery-powered low-
noise voltage source that generates discrete values with a range of
±300 mV used for noise measurements. A second remote-controlled
grounding box is installed at the tip side (current drain), which
grounds the current line during noise measurements.

III. MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE
In this section, we describe our measurement procedure and

demonstrate our capabilities on a single gold atom placed on an
Au(111) surface. Gold is chosen due to its well-known electronic
structure, having a single s-electron available for transport.43 We
prepare the Au(111) surface using several sputtering–annealing
cycles until a smooth surface exhibiting the well-known “herring-
bone” reconstruction is apparent44 (see the inset of Fig. 3).

Successful shot-noise measurements require stringent stabil-
ity of the STM tip–sample junction. As the shot-noise amplitude
directly depends on the current, an unstable junction resistance
would lead to strongly fluctuating noise levels. We therefore conduct
the shot-noise measurements with the tip in contact with the sam-
ple and avoid measuring in the tunneling regime. The stability of an
STM junction can be further improved by adding an adatom on the
surface. Contacting such adatom effectively minimizes the forces on
the tip’s apex compared to contacting a surface atom.

Adatoms are created either by controllable tip indentation into
the surface (400–500 pm starting from a set-point of Rj = 1 GΩ) or
by adsorption of a dilute amount of adatoms from an external evap-
orator. A gold adatom deposited from a gold-coated tungsten tip is
depicted in Fig. 3. To check for stable and reproducible junction
properties prior to noise measurements, we repetitively approach

FIG. 3. Approaching an adatom. GJ/G0, in log scale, vs z curves for approaching
(blue) and retracting (red) the tip to a gold adatom placed on the Au(111) sur-
face. The initial exponential increase, linear in such a log-linear plot, is terminated
by a discontinuous “jump-to-contact,” after which GJ is nearly independent of z.
Retracting the tip results in a hysteretic behavior for the conductance discontinuity
but with an identical exponential dependence in the tunneling regime. Top inset: I,
in log scale, vs z curves recorded during approaching (blue) and retracting (red).
The dashed black line represents the maximal possible current, which is limited by
the shunt resistor Imax = V/(RS + RLP), where RLP is the resistance of the low-
pass filter mounted on the voltage bias line. Note that due to the shunt resistor,
GJ = 1/(V/I − (RS + RLP)). Bottom inset: Atom placed on the Au(111) surface,
protruding ∼1.1 Å from the Au(111) surface. The gray stripes are the result of the
“herring-bone” reconstruction of the gold surface. A set-point of I = 200 pA and
V = 200 mV is used for both the approach curves and the topography
measurements.

and retract the STM tip to/from the adatom and record the junc-
tion conductance (current) during this procedure (see Fig. 3 for the
conductance dependence and the inset for the current dependence).
Upon tip approach, the conductance (tunneling current) increases
exponentially as expected for a tunnel junction. A sudden increase in
the conductance (current) signifies a “jump-to-contact” with char-
acteristic conductance values close to G0.14 Further tip approach
leaves the conductance (current) nearly constant.43 If the junction
is stable, the GJ-z (I-z) dependence during retraction is similar to
that recorded during approach except for a small hysteresis in the
transition from the contact to the tunnel regime.

After testing the junction’s stability, we contact the atom by
approaching the STM tip to a set z value. Following a few minutes’
delay to avoid drift, we commence the shot-noise measurement
cycle. As explained above, the Fano factor contains information of
suppressed shot noise, allowing us to deduce effects of correlations.
To extract the Fano factor, we measure the current dependence of
the noise signal. This is done by recording the noise at discrete
equidistant voltage steps (positive and negative) supplied by the
bias box. At each step, we measure the current and voltage before
grounding the current drain to measure the noise power (218 sam-
ples taken at a rate of 2 MS/s). We repeat the noise measurement and
average the resulting power spectrum for at least ten times (larger
averaging reduces the standard deviation but not the mean value of
the signal). Thus, a single measurement cycle requires about 30 min.
Once a measurement cycle is completed, the tip is retracted and a
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topographic image is recorded to confirm that the adatom’s position
and the tip’s shape did not change during the measurement. This is
done by cross-correlating the topographic images recorded before
and after the shot-noise acquisition routine. The measurement can
then be repeated for different contact resistances (using different set-
z values). To optimize the measurements, a LabVIEW program was
developed to automatically execute the procedure described above.

During data acquisition, the noise signal is recorded in the two
parallel channels of the low-temperature amplifier, both shorted to
the tip. The cross correlation of these two channels is computed
directly in the LabVIEW program during the measurement’s run-
time. The full frequency-dependent cross-correlated SV acquired at
V = 0 at one particular junction is shown in Fig. 4. Here, the tip was
approached by 4 Å starting from a set-point of I = 200 pA and V =
200 mV. Since shot noise is frequency independent, a constant noise
plateau should be observable whenever the gain of the low temper-
ature amplifier is constant. This is true above 40 kHz (in agreement
with Fig. 2) and below ∼500 kHz. The high frequency cutoff is related
to the −3 dB point of the low-pass filter formed by the junction’s
resistance and unavoidable input capacitance. The capacitance is
determined by fitting SV to the expected frequency response of a low-
pass RC filter, SV ∝ (1 + (2π f RPC)2

)
−1 (see the sketch in Fig. 4).

We find, as previously mentioned, C ≈ 20 pF. In the bottom left of
Fig. 1, we use this capacitance value to sketch our measurement win-
dow as a function of the junction conductance. The blue line in Fig. 1
follows the −3 dB point of an RC filter, f−3dB = 1/2πRPC, and the
black line follows the onset of full amplification. Yet, since the signal
loss at the −3 dB point is already significant, we average the noise
signal at much lower frequencies (usually between 50 and 100 kHz).
Within such junction-dependent frequency window, SV is evaluated
with less than 3% deviation. Note that the 1/f noise contribution
is indeed suppressed within our measurement window. We further

FIG. 4. Noise data. SV vs frequency measured under contact conditions
(RJ = 15.1 kΩ) at V = 0. The data in red are the ten time average of the two
parallel noise measurements after cross correlation. The gray curve is the same
data after Gaussian smoothing, presented as a guide to the eye. The black dashed
line is our best fit for the data above 40 kHz assuming only an RC cutoff of the input
noise (see the sketch). From the fit, we can approximate the input capacitance of
the low-temperature amplifier to be 20 pF. The shaded gray region indicates where
the low-temperature amplifier’s gain is not constant (see Fig. 2).

make sure to avoid the influence of the narrow peaks observed in the
noise curves. These noise peaks normally stem from power supplies
and are created by their switching-mode operation.

As explained above, the Fano factor follows SI = 2e⟨I⟩F in the
high-voltage limit, which is valid whenever kBT ≪ eV. Hence, shot
noise is expected to increase linearly with the DC current with a

FIG. 5. Current noise and Fano factor. (a) SI vs I curves, shifted vertically for visibility. The different colors represent the junctions’ resistance values. The data follow the
expected linear dependence in I. (b) Fano factor vs the normalized junction conductance [the panel contains more data than presented in panel (a)]. Different colors indicate
different Au atoms measured. The black line follows the theoretical prediction for a single spin-degenerate transport channel as is the case of gold. The inset shows the full
scale of the theoretical prediction for a single transmission-channel junction.
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slope determined by the Fano factor. In Fig. 5(a), we plot SI vs I mea-
sured on different single gold atom junctions. The curves, shifted
vertically for visibility, are colored according to the junctions’ resis-
tance values and follow the expected linear trend. We note that,
while the thermal noise measured at V = 0 is linearly dependent
on 1/RP, we observe a small offset: SI − STh ≈ 6.1 × 10−27 A2/Hz,
evaluated at RP = 13.5 kΩ. This offset cannot be explained by the
small input voltage noise of the low temperature amplifier (nomi-
nally vn ≈ 0.6 nV/

√

Hz). We may speculate that the temperature at
the junction is slightly higher than the one measured (at the base
plate of the STM). A temperature increase of 1.5 K would be in very
good agreement with the measured offset but might not necessarily
be its origin. In any case, this offset does not affect the determina-
tion of the Fano factor as the latter is given by the slope, which is
temperature independent.

For each curve, we evaluate the Fano factor for positive and
negative currents and plot the averaged value in Fig. 5(b). The error
in evaluating the Fano factor is estimated to be half the difference
between the two independent fit values for positive and negative cur-
rents. The error in the normalized conductance (GJ/G0) is estimated
as δGJ/GJ = 100Ω/RJ , with 100 Ω being our precision in measuring
the resistance. Different colors indicate different Au atoms mea-
sured. The accessible range of conductance values is limited by the
stability of the junction, which is only sufficient when the tip is
in contact with the adatom. In particular, the quality of the data,
characterized by the size of the error bars, is reduced below ∼0.9
× G0, indicating less stable junctions. The black line in Fig. 5(b)
corresponds to the theoretical dependence of the Fano factor in
the case of a single-channel spin-degenerate transport, as expected
for single-gold-atom junctions.2,43 Small deviations from this line
close to G0 are likely related to the opening of a second conduction
channel, which is expected for high conduction junctions.28 Over-
all, we find very good agreement between the experiment and the
theory. This shows that our setup is fully operational for shot-noise
measurements.

IV. DISCUSSION
We presented a measurement scheme enabling the local mea-

surements of shot noise integrated in a fully functional low-
temperature UHV STM apparatus. We have demonstrated our
capabilities measuring the Fano factor of single-atom junctions by
contacting gold adatoms on an Au(111) surface. The great advan-
tage of our setup is its flexibility in RJ that will allow for future
measurements in non-linear junctions, e.g., superconducting junc-
tions. More generally, since shot noise is a direct probe for the charge
of the tunneling quasi-particle, such measurement technique holds
great promise in providing “smoking gun” evidence of the existence
of exotic quasi-particle states.

Finally, while shot noise seems to be a valuable observable for
the study of fundamental physical processes, it may also be consid-
ered nuisance for nanoscale electronic devices. Its independence of
temperature and frequency makes it the main source of noise in
devices operating at low temperatures. Hence, besides the funda-
mental insights that may be gained from shot-noise measurements,
its characteristics in nanoscopic junctions also have technological
implications.
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